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TOP BAND WITH THE - FLDX400 TX.
There are three possible methods of using the facilities of the FLDX400 on top band :
1. Use with a transverter
2. Modify exciter and use external linear
3. Modify exciter and PA
Method 1 could be considered if no receiver is available for Top Band but entails building another
mixer stage, when one already exists, therefore methods 2 and 3 warrant further investigation.
However, with method 3 it is likely that the UK legal limits would be exceeded, but would be suitable
for locations where high power is permitted. With the exception of the P.A. method 2 and 3 are
identical.
Few components are required. For the heterodyne mixer : - 1 xtal, 1 coil and 1 trimmer. For the VFO
mixer - 1 coil for 1900kHz and ditto for the driver. For the PA - L for the tank plus C and C for
neutralizing.
There are two frequencies one can use for the heterodyne mixer. One will give direct calibration in
kHz on the RED scale, but will not transceive with an FRDX400 receiver as the VFO will be tracking
200 kHz high. The other frequency will enable transceive capabilities to be utilised. In the latter case
however, the dial will not be calibrated in hundreds of Hz but will at least match up with the
FRDX400 dial. The crystal freqs. are 1600kHz for a calibrated dial but NO transceive, and 16200kHz
for transceive capability.
It should be noted that in order to obtain f5 - 7200kHz with which to mix with the VFO, the freq. from
the balanced mixer - 9000kHz is subtracted instead of added as in the "pre-mod" mixing. This results
in a reversal of sidebands - but this is of no consequence for CW and SSB provided one "remembers"
the reversal before calling on SSB!
There is just one snag. Of the various frequencies generated within the heterodyne mixer, there is one
that could cause problems, and this is the result of 2(f3) minus f i.e. 1800kHz being twice the
balanced mixer minus the heterodyne crystal frequency of 16200. The unwanted product being
1800kHz (2000kHz if a 16000kHz crystal is used). Provided care is taken this should not be too
serious and does provide a convenient band edge marker, but beware the level of this is not too high
or it will be radiated. Note: the 9th harmonic of 16200 also provides a convenient marker for 2m
(145800) (The local 2m net freq. here).
- - - - AUX 3 on the band switch is the most convenient position to use. The HC6/U mounts directly
behind the 3400kHz HC6/U for 40m. Locate and memorise the appropriate tags on the band switch.
NOTE that these tags on the various wafers do not lie in the same plane. The PA being on "the other
side" i.e. through 180 degrees.
- - - - The coil for the het' mixer was wound on an Aladdin former and fixed to the vertical screen
below the VFO with Araldite, the trimmer capacitor was soldered to a conveniently unused lug. The
pair tuned to 7⋅2MHz.
- - - Coils for the VFO and mixer stages, tuned to 1900 KHz were wound on suitable coils and
mounted in one of the empty holes(!!!) at each stage. The station RX, was used to peak these three
stages.
- - - - If modification of the PA stage is envisaged, it will be noted that there are a few extra turns on
the coil. This was found to he insufficient and an extra coil was wired in series with this and the band
switch was mounted above the chassis within the screened compartment. I used a piece of paxolin,
which was screwed to the top of the RF choke. Remove the "strap" on the 80m position between the
two wafers in the PA section, and wire the extra turns between the end of the original coil and the
band switch which tag unfortunately is rather difficult to get at.
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TO GI3XHU - THE NAME WAS BRAITHWAITE! - Contd.
other - we didn't really believe this, but after a few weeks he persuaded us both to attend the monthly
RSGB meeting held in the YMCA Building (also long since demolished). We went along and I
enrolled to become BRS 10,001, for my sins. I think Ron was a BRS.
So we were hooked, listened when we could and made a general nuisance of ourselves. I well
remember cranking up a 27½ KVA Lister to run a SWB 11 - it was a sports afternoon and Ron and I
slipped back for extra training. But nobody was about so we decided to run up the transmitter by
ourselves. After about an hour with the TX on full power (Stud 4, 2·4 amps to those who knew the
animal) I went to see how the Lister was behaving. She was thudding steadily away but there was
quite a bit of smoke coming from the rocker boxes. I flapped, threw the main breaker off, hurriedly
took the rocker box covers off and poured in a pint or so of diesel per box (the only lubricant I could
lay my hands on), turned the genny off and disappeared.
Next morning an irate VM wondered how his beloved generator had made oil overnight! But Joe
Raby soon guessed something was up as we had left the transmitter on "Stud 4" and "Fils On" in our
panic! That produced a good rollicking.
Still undaunted, we wanted to build a straight set so looked around for some valves. I had "found"
half-a-dozen 2v octals. unearthed the base data and had carefully written it all down.
After tea one day, just settling down to a game of Pontoon in the Barrack Room, in comes a Sgt,
shouts "Stand-by your beds" and we all scurried to our respective flea-pits. It suddenly dawned on me
that something was wrong; and I dug down for my precious box of valves, made the inevitable
excuse, tore out to the annex and hid my loot on top of the cold water tank. Smug and content I
returned to the Barrack Room and waited. All went well kitbags were turned upside down, the
inspectors were happy and we carried on playing cards again.
Half an hour later we were all asked to write out our home addresses in block capitals "to let the GPO
check to see if any parcels had been received at home". A few minutes later I was called out,
confronted with my precious box and invited to go to Vimy Guard room!!
When I got there, somebody else was already inside, and we sorted out who we were by morse on the
pipes connecting the cells together. The other chap was "in" for swiping an AVO7; that was what the
kit checks were all about - I had just been unluckily swept up in the net!! Honest, it was all in the
interests of amateur radio but that didn't wash with the CO, a Colonel Duke, and he gave me 72 hours
detention for my keeness. I lost my "rooty" over that and Ron and I had to wait until we reached VS1
before we managed to get our hands on any decent receiver. (It is poetic justice I suppose but the
same Guard Room was G3CIO when I returned in 1956!).
I digress - we passed out (allegedly qualified), worked our way through the mob centres, and out to
VU2, then VS7 and finally VS1. No hope of transmitting there, as we were both very busy assembling
and installing SWB 11's in the Japanese TX site on the Changi Road (we also both caught dysentery ever tried laying on your back lacing up a slack handful of lead covered cables and being taken
short!!? Disastrous!!). But we were happy, the local brew (Tiger) was potent and we were in our teens
- what else could one ask for!!? Come Dec '45 and I was warned at a few hours notice to join a
"Golden Arrow" det and move off to Java - that led to me becoming PK1RW during 1946, using well we won't go into that!!
Whilst I was in PK1 land, the other terrible twin (Ron) was posted to Rangoon and put the i/c
Transmitter (Mingladon, if I recall correctly). He soon got weaving as XZ2AA using a 53 set each day
after it had closed down on the SEAC voice link up.
XZ2AA was well known for twelve months or so and then, very suddenly went QRT no warning, just
OFF! There was a good reason though!!
I was back in VS1 by then and plucked up enough courage to visit the Singapore Telecommunications
Board, took a morse test and became the proud holder of VS1BA (I was the second holder of the call,
post war). I unearthed some old Jappy gear and went mad on Twenty.
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TO GI3XHU - THE NAME WAS BRAITHWAITE! - Contd.
Soon found XZ2AA and we used to yak for a couple of hours or so each evening - the rest of the
amateur fraternity must have been going mad - but we contentedly chattered away. One evening Ron
asked me what my favourite music was; I told him and the next evening he presented a pleasant half
hour of light classics - on 20 metres!! Marvellous, I was delighted and sat back in my shorts and flipflops singing my head off. This happened for a couple of weeks, establish contact, music, then a yak
and on our different ways rejoicing.
Then one night SILENCE. "XZ2AA, this is VS1BA, do you read" etc. No reply. The same the next
night and the next - never did hear XZ2AA again.
It was three months or more before I made contact "by other means" and learnt that Ron was QRT. A
few weeks later he passed through from Rangoon on his way for demob and I got the whole story.
Over the inevitable 807 a sad tale was related. It just happened that CR Signals Rangoon was
searching boldly for Radio SEAC one evening and found some other entertainment! Perhaps he wasn't
as keen a classics fan as me, for he took an extremely dim view of it all, soon located the source of
transmission and chopped it off (probably something else too, Ron wasn't very happy!).
And that was the end of XZ2AA.

A CRACKLE KILLER BY BOB PALMER G5PP
During the setting up of my mobile equipment in my new car, a Triumph Toledo, some difficulty was
found in noise from the small voltage stabiliser on the petrol and temperature gauges. Just lightly
tapping the car wing, engine running, or the car moving produced loud crackles in the receiver.
After trying no less than six new units without finding a single one that was not noisy a different
method was used to obtain the 10 volt stabilised supply.
A transistor voltage stabiliser as shown below was finally found to be satisfactory.

The 18 volt zener is used to iron out any spikes to the transistor, whilst the 5∙1 and 5∙6 zeners in
series, provide the base control for an output to the instruments of 10 volts stabilised.
NOTE: The system shown is for a negative earth vehicle.
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A HINT FOR YAESU/SOMMERKAMP TRANSCEIVER OWNERS.
By G5BM.
My FT.DX500 transceiver which is 3½ years old, recently developed an intermittent fault in the PA
tank circuit.
The symptoms were inability to tune the tank circuit to resonance on one or more bands although grid
drive indication was always normal on all bands. Sometimes there was a slight plate current dip and at
other times none. Sometimes 80 metres, was affected and other times any of the other bands. On some
days the rig functioned perfectly on all bands on switching on but would let me down during the
middle of a QSO.
When Gordon G3AMR/VP7BA left for his second home in the Bahamas a few weeks ago I definitely
had to do something about locating the fault or miss our scheds on 20 metres.
It had to be something common to all bands. That led me to the band switch. Upon checking the
switch wafer used for shorting out sections of the PA tank coil I found that the common wiper contact
to the central ring had a high resistance contact.
Upon pressing it with a screwdriver to improve the contact the rig worked perfectly on all bands.
The obvious thing to do was to replace the wafer, which is the end one of twelve wafers.
In view of the time delay this would involve, I decided to try replacing the defective contact.
I decided to use a relay contact as this had the required springiness to maintain a good contact on the
Yaxley wafer ring.
I bent the contact as shown in the sketch and soldered it on to the Yaxley wafer after breaking off the
original contact.
It is important to maintain pressure on the new contact with a screwdriver until the solder has set to
ensure that a spring pressure will be maintained against the contact ring.

This modification, results in a much better contact than the original one fitted and it works perfectly.
This mod is applicable to all Yaesu/Sommerkamp models.
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MOVING QTH? - Contd.
Aerials and Earths
Trapp. Matehing. Eartham. New Earth. Wire Hill. Poles. Tower. Inskip. Beambridge.
Transistors Etc.
Junction. Two Gates.
Equipment
Gride Leake. Heath. Drakes Cross. Bridge. Metal Bridge. Dial Post. Dimmer. Rock. Rigg. Wiring
Field. Scale. Drive End.
Bands
Twenty. Eight and Forty.
Odds and Ends
Ham. Knob Hill. Crook Log. Key Street. Send. Diss. Dotland. Dashpers. Ironsbottom. Ampsfield.
Wattstown. Telegraph Hill.
Yes, they are all REAL place names within England and Wales.
Researched by N.V. Kay

EARLY HISTORY OF RSARS BY ALAN G3IDG. No. 0024
The notes concerning the old Army Wireless Reserve ARS from RSARS 111 (p16, Spring 1976
"Mercury") interested me very much for I was a much earlier member of that Society. In fact I joined
when Associate Members were first admitted. That was in February 1956; the first newsletter
"Broadcast" went out in the April. The initial membership list dated 1st May 1956 shows G8PG as
chairman and G5FDU Secretary. G3ADZ and G3EJF are among the Corporate members, and
GI2DZG and myself were Associates.
At the first AGM (August 1956) G2EC became one of three Honorary Vice-Presidents. The second
membership list (March 1957) added G3KLX (Corporate), G2DHV and G3JZP (Associates). The first
hint of RSARS appears in the Summer 1960 "Broadcast" which reports a meeting of GW8PG,
G3FDU and "Some other friends" where "some sort of affiliation (of AWRARS and similar clubs) on
a national or international basis, with a combined R Sigs/REME Amateur HQ" was discussed.
"Broadcast" for Spring 1961 announced that the AWRARS AGM that June was to consider "the
formation of a Royal Signals ARS".
The next issue (a combined Summer/Autumn 1961 edition) gives the date of the inaugural meeting of
RSARS as Friday 23rd June 1961. It was held at Blandford with G2EC in the chair. The then SO in C
(Maj. Gen. Whistler) accepted the Presidency and G2EC was elected Honorary Vice-President.
G3NJM became our first Gen. Sec. and G3DSS the first Treasurer. The AWRARS carried on for a
while (the last "Broadcast" I have is dated Winter 1961/62) before reverting to a "404 Signal
Squadron only" club. The first "Mercury" quotes 1955 as the year of AWRARS's formation and
another generally unknown fact is that AWRARS was responsible for starting the intruder Watch (this
is mentioned in the first (April 1956) "Broadcast").
The Society had its own call - GB3AWR (Army Wireless Reserve). So having become a member of
AWRARS early in 1956 and a founder member of RSARS (No.24) in 1961, I can claim over 20 years
continuous membership in the Royal Signals Societies of the times. This is why I am proud to be
amongst the old 'uns and will explain how annoyed I was when early membership numbers were reissued and I found new boys nipping in ahead of me. I still have every issue of "Mercury" from the
first (all 54 of 'em).
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NEWS FROM THE NORTH BY 0046 G3EKL
CATTERICK GARRISON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Regular monthly "meets" have kept the members spirits high and with the extension to Topcliffe each
quarter there is a steady friendly nucleus to build on. The XYLs (bless them) came along too and
talked about - well, never mind that!
At the last Topcliffe meeting in June the final details were ironed out for NFD and once more 'CIO
went into the fray.
Weather conditions were reasonable to good, grub was excellent under the capable hands of G3DLQ,
the ale stakes acceptable, and the accommodation ideal - John, G3WNG, organised everything
extremely well and great credit must go to him for the success of the weekend. We used the same
Kemmel Lines site again.
There were sufficient hands to get everything ready and sprinkling of visitors to encourage those "on
shift".
What was used? Dipoles for 160, 80 and 40 on one co-ax, on top of a 48' mast; a three element beam
for 20, 15 and 10 mounted on a hydraulically lifted device and an all band delta loop (Top to Ten)
hoisted on another 48 footer. We had no real trouble erecting the aerials, though the Top Band dipole
didn't seem to want to resonate with the Noise Bridge. After losing about an hour it turned out to be
the GC receiver we were using, not the aerial - lesson No 1. The wind proved too much for the HF
beam and it had to be lowered but even so it worked quite well at about 15'. In fact when it was raised
again during Sunday, we had most odd effects with stray RF upsetting the transistorised keyers that
were being used. The Delta loop was better than the dipole on Top Band but was otherwise a loser.
Gear? An FTDX 401 with an outboard transverter for 160 and a GC receiver. The transverter played
up when first tried (that was during the 24 hour period because we had lost time with the Top Band
dipole) and the fault turned out to be two (not one, but two!!) faulty co-ax connecting leads - lesson
No 2. There was a pair of "side-swipcrs" an "up and downer" and a superb auto keyer made by G3IBB
that, at the touch of a button, sent "CQ NFD CQ NFD de G3CIO G3CIO" at any speed you cared to
ask of it. A great boon during the night when the bands were a little quieter.
Finally a beautiful COPAL 24 hour clock, mains operated, that gained two minutes each hour. (Burnt
my blasted fingers trying to screw down the genny!)
Operating tactics had been discussed beforehand and it was agreed to bash 160m as much as possible
during the early part of the Contest, QSYing once it became hard work. It seemed to produce
dividends as our score ran ahead of the previous NFD hour by hour despite losing just over an hour at
the beginning of the session; the final count was 415 stations worked (against 264 in '75) and an
estimated 1380 points (an increase of 500 plus).
We now wait to see where we are in the results stakes, both lessons have been well and truly hoisted
in readiness for next year - yes 'CIO will be at it again.
The operating was shared between G3CZJ, G4CJU, G3IBB, G3EJF and G3ASM. G3YBT and
G3EKL helped also logging, whilst invaluable assistance was supplied by G8FWJ, G4EXH, G3PCW
SWL Minton and, last but by no means least, G3WNG.
Visitors included G2HNL, G4EDH and G3WGM and three (serving) inebriates who, attracted by the
strains of CW wafting across the fields as they meandered back to Whinny Hill in the wee small
hours, came to investigate. No harm was done!
And so to next year!
Well, the results have come through before the "Mercury" so I can add to the original article. Not
surprisingly we estimated too high! The RSGB Contests Committee allowed us 1339 points and that
placed the Club in 36th position.
It looks as though we shall have to investigate 40 meters more in 1977 and by far the most important iron out our problems before the 24 hour operating period.
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POTTED AUTOBIOGRAPHY BY BILL. DA1WJ, G4EUQ, PA9ASH
EX: G8BEI, MP4TDR
I am a member of REME and I'm employed as an Avionics Technician on Army Air Corps
Helicopters. I've served in Kenya, where I started listening to the short-waves on a Mohichan. I then
went to Aden and discovered the Amateur World and became an avid SWL and met VS9AFR (Ron
Ford) and VS9ARV (Ray Vasper). I returned to UK and an RA1. Followed by the RAE and an
application for an ARL, G8BEI was issued and could be heard around my home town on 2m AM as
and when the chance occurred.
My next move was to Sharjah and MP4TDR for a couple of months. On returning it was once more to
Middle Wallop, the Aviation Mecca of the British Army, and a new wife who was Anti-Ham, then.
She has since mellowed and now almost tolerates the hobby. I have now moved to Germany and
DA1WJ, the other Brit in town is DA4BI (Dave Butler), and DA2WN (Kit Hall), the DA2 QSL
Manager, is down the road at Gutersloh.
The station consists, of a TS 700C and I hope to obtain a TS 520 shortly to put me on the air with a
decent Rig, so I hope to be meeting you on the bands in the near future.
On a recent holiday in England I was to be heard as G4EUQ which I have now aspired to as well as
PA9ASH for good measure.
P.S. Do we have any more "Bluebels" on the lists?

FROM HARRY STICKLEY VQ9HCS No.0726 ON ASTOVE ISLAND WHERE HE HAD HAD A
FIRE AT HIS STATION. HE HAD JUST WORKED G4RS. 29 MAY 1976.
All is well with me on Astove Island and although it's a bit rough living now that the main house has
gone I am gradually getting myself organised especially with the radio gear.
It's a great pity the fire, as I was well settled in and the shack was well organised and comfortable, the
beam up at 40ft and inverted "V"s for 40 and 80, (the beam is the MUSTANG).
I had just changed over to the Ten-Tec gear with the Triton II and the Argonaut with the KW linear
and the Argonaut linear on its way to me, all this was saved and this gave me 5, 50, 200, 1000 watts
input to play with and I was thinking of sticking the beam up another 20ft.
I had three good banks of batteries, one 12V 150AH and two banks of 12V 160AH but the 160x got
badly cooked in the fire and there is only one bank left, much patched and a cell replaced from
another battery but it's not so good as it used to be. The beam came down, (very gracefully) right
between the tractor and the trailer and surprisingly with very little damage. I did the damage having to
drive the tractor off with the mast still jammed between, otherwise I would have lost the wireless
equipment that had been piled into the trailer.
I am now back and on my own, and it's surprising how difficult simple jobs can be when you have no
help. Straightening the mast was achieved by supporting the ends of the mast on stones, putting a
wooden ramp up over the kink, and driving the tractor up on top of it, keeping the mast from moving
over was the problem. The mast by the way is two sections of 2½" steel pipe screwed together by a
coupler with steps welded on either side all the way up.
I put it up originally by taking one guy rope over the thatched roof of the house and onto the tractor at
the other side and hauled away relying on two of my labourers to stop it falling sideways and to guide
the beam round the trees. It went up alright but they let the beam drag through the tree and it was a
pretty out of shape beam at the end. I hadn't the heart to try again until the MV Baobab went on my
reef and I took advantage of some sensible officers and crew to take it down, straighten it and put it up
again. It went up perfectly the second time.
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FROM HARRY STICKLEY VQ9HCS No.0726 ON ASTOVE ISLAND. - Contd.
I intend to try the same thing again on my own with side guys to keep it straight and taking the guy
over the veranda roof. A dry run with just the mast went off OK. Whether the added weight of the
beam and rotor will make any difference remains to be seen. I am thinking about the weakened
portion where I have straightened it out. Although it's not certain as yet, it does look as if I will be
here until at least Christmas of this year. Whether I am here after that will depend on the new owners.
Without the fire I would have hoped to have a wind generator going by now but I won't go ahead with
this until I know more about my future here on the island. Solar panels for charging were also in
mind, as was the production of methane gas to drive a bigger generator for 24 hrs a day. All this is
still in mind for the future.
You asked me if there was anything you could do for me. I am looking for the gear to make a decent
battery charger or some Army surplus chargers that might be going fairly cheaply. Commercial ones
seem to be gold plated if not solid gold judging by the price of them as quoted to me.
I want something capable of a good charge up to 20/30 amps. So as to make full use of the generator
when it is running, to charge the batteries, I would prefer to have two or three units giving 8 to 10
amps which I could lump together when needed, and also to avoid losing all on a fault on a single
high output unit.
Is there anything on the surplus market? I am thinking about units like there used to be in the wireless
lorries, running about 10amps.
Or the components to make them, well under-rated for long life and rectifiers whichever you think are
best and most robust, your views on one unit versus two or three and seleniums versus modern diodes
(which you can now get, at least in the states, in a block for full wave rectifying).
The address for my future "Mercury's" is Bob Hope, Sheraton Heathrow Hotel, c/o EAAC, West
Drayton, Middlesex UB7 0HJ this will get them to me in a matter of weeks instead of months, you
probably know Bob as 5Z4LW and he is a navigator on the EAAC VC10's.

FROM G5YN RE D2CK
I was very interested to see Jack's reference to Charles Kidd and Patricia Congreve. He was in 3GHQ
Signal Regiment MELF when I took command in May 1944. He commanded the Squadron, based at
Heliopolis, which ran the high power radio telegraph station and the Forces Broadcasting station RCA ET 4750x. Patricia came to the Regiment as Unit Welfare Officer during my tenure which lasted
till March 1945. During this time Charles gave me my first 813.
When I went on the first Long Tels course at Catterick I had many contacts, 39 in fact, between 12
Nov 46 and 17 Oct 48. From 12 Nov 46 to 15 Apr 48 he was at the Radio and Research Section, P and
T Branch, 63 HQ CCG Hamburg and as a Colonel. From 19 Apr 46 he gave his QTH as Dusseldorf.
Whether he used an ET4336 I do not know. He was using a WS53 when I first contacted him. His call
was D2CK (not, DL---).
I only met Charles once after the war. My wife and I ran into him and Trich at a point-to-point at
Larkhill while he was on a visit to this country from Ireland. About the same time we had the pleasure
of dining with Trich and her parents when they lived at Pitton. They now do not appear in the
telephone directory.
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ST. DUNSTAN'S RADIO SOCIETY AFF 014 GB3STD
The following article is reprinted from St. Dunstan's review by kind permission of the Secretary E.C.
John G3SEJ of 52 Broadway Avenue. Wallasey, Cheshire.
Meetings of the St Dunstan's Amateur Radio Society were held at Ovingdean, during the weekend of
2 to 4 July. There is no doubt that the thirteen St. Dunstaners attending the various functions
throughout the weekend found them both interesting and informative.
Most members of the Society arrived at Ian Fraser House during the afternoon of Friday. After the
evening meal an informal gathering took place in the Winter Gardens. Charles Bargery sent a message
of "Bon Voyage" to his wife, in a friend's car in the car-park, at the front of the building - not what
one may call a long distance contact, but it did prove that the equipment was in working order and
Charles in good voice. Bill Shea arrived a little later, with his wife, having brought his transmitting
equipment for all to share. Thanks Charles, and Bill for your efforts, and unselfish co-operation. Bill's
equipment was soon set up, and declared ready to amaze all listeners, on the Amateur Bands
throughout the world.
Part of Saturday morning took the form of a General Meeting, and amongst the items discussed was
the affiliation of this society to the Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society, The Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society and the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio Society. The routine business out of the way,
we were able to greet Ralph Cathles G3NDF, who helps several blind amateurs throughout the
country by sending them readings from various technical magazines, on cassette tape. On this
occasion he was to record the afternoon lecture for members who were unable to attend and any other
blind amateur radio enthusiast. We were also pleased to welcome Con Scarrott, the local
representative of the Radio Amateur Invalid and Bedfast Club. He was able to advise on the activities,
and membership, of the RAIBC. Another welcome visitor on Saturday, was Mr David Castleton, of
St. Dunstan's Public Relations Department, who is to design a new card to confirm the radio contacts
of future meetings at Ian Fraser House. We were sorry that neither our President Mr Ion GarnettOrme, nor Mr French, could join us, but we look forward to their presence at some future meeting.
On Saturday after lunch, we were individually introduced to the guest speaker, Mr Louis Varney,
C.Eng MIEE who has held an amateur Sound Transmitting Licence since 1927 with the call sign
G5RV, has transmitted from some 50 countries and in his professional capacity has been connected
with many interesting developments in electronics and radio. The talk was about his design of an
aerial system, which has received world-wide acclaim and is known as the G5RV antenna. We
thanked him for making the afternoon most interesting, irrespective of our technical abilities, and
answering our questions in such detail. Mr Varney stayed for a cup of tea and for an appreciable time
afterwards, talking to individuals.
World-Wide Contacts
Saturday evening saw many contacts with amateurs around the world, using the high-powered
transmitter. Licensees (radio?) as far as the Isle of Wight were reached, using the low-powered
transmitter connected to an aerial only 19 inches long, positioned on the window-ledge outside.
Sunday morning transmissions started before breakfast, and contacts with South America, South
Africa, and a number of European countries were made, in spite of the early morning thunderstorm,
which produced high levels of interference. Later contacts included a group from The Royal Navy
Amateur Radio Society, and two stations especially set up for the bi-centenary of American
independence. The last contact of the weekend was with GI3VQ, Ken Thompson of Belfast, whose
wife is none other than Ruth Thompson, St. Dunstan's Welfare Visitor in Northern Ireland.
We are looking forward to receiving cards sent to confirm contacts, and are indebted to Mrs Audrey
and Miss Mary Gaygan, for taking the responsibility of the log of contacts for the weekend, and
despatching the necessary cards on our behalf. Cards from the previous weekend had been mounted
on boards for all to see.
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ST. DUNSTAN'S RADIO SOCIETY AFF 014 GB3STD - Contd.
Our thanks to the Commandant, Matron and staff at Ian Fraser House, for their hospitality. Thanks
also to Headquarters staff, for their help in making reservations, travel arrangements, and escorting
those who had to travel via London.
Copies of the cassette recording, from the lecture, may be obtained from the Secretary, St Dunstan's
Amateur Radio Society. Mr E. John G3SEJ, 52 Broadway Avenue, Wallasey. Merseyside L45 6TD.
A blank C60 cassette should be enclosed.
Next Meeting
The next meeting of the St Dunstan's Amateur Radio Society will be at Ian Fraser House, 24 - 26
September 1976. We look forward to meeting once again, and perhaps welcoming other St
Dunstaners who have shown an interest in amateur radio recently, together with absent friends from
this occasion. Applications for accommodation should be made to Miss Bridger, at Headquarters, and
not to the secretary of the Radio Society. All St Dunataners, whatever their interest in radio or
electronics, will be most welcome.
********************
The following article about George Cole G4AWI of 19 Oxen Avenue, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex is
published with acknowledgement to Nick Hough and Evening Argus.
Blindness is perhaps the most restricting handicap a person can suffer, but a Shoreham man who was
blinded as a result of war wounds has found a stimulating way of getting about all over the world - by
radio.
He is 53-year-o1d Mr George Cole, of Oxen Avenue, a member of the St Dunstan's organisation for
war-blinded servicemen, who has just helped to found the St Dunstan's Amateur Radio Society.
Together with some 20 other hams throughout the country, Mr Cole hopes to interest other blind
people, not just ex-servicemen, in the hobby which he says is an ideal way of keeping in touch and
alert.
He said: "I was working in the coal mines until I finally lost my sight in 1959. After that I worked in
light industry until my war wounds forced me to retire, and I then started looking round for a hobby to
help fill my time.
"I'm quite a new boy at this. I've only been doing it for four years, but there are some who have been
on the air for 15 and 20 years. We have a get-together every two years and this year I and some of' the
others set about forming this society. It's a means of helping ourselves and other blind hams. We've
got members all over the country, and were in touch with other people all over the world. By forming
this society we hope we can get other blind people interested. I think it's an ideal hobby for blind
people and it's a great way of breaking down the barrier between the blind and the sighted. When
you're on the air it doesn't make any difference".
Mr. Cole says he uses morse to contact 99 per cent of his fellow radio enthusiasts round the world
because it is more of a challenge and helps to keep his brain active. He says he spends five to seven
hours a day, every day, at his radio set.
He has just obtained a new VHF set which will double his range and enable him to contact a lot more
other hams

HERE AND THERE
The following items of news have arrived at HQ by various means.
0173/G3UXH, Peter Carey, is now back at his old QTH at 99 Bell's Lane, Hoo Street, Werburgh,
Rochester, Kent.
G8CQZ/0578 can now be found at 56 Mead End, Biggleswade, Beds.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd
Postal contacts with AFF 007 should now be made direct to the school at NCO i/c Signals, Stamford
School, St. Pauls Street, Stamford, Lincs.
0956/G5BM is now at Woodland View, Birches Lane, Botloes Green, Newent, Glos.
0932/G4ADT, A. Tibbett, has moved to 13 Clifton Road, Darlington, Co. Durham.
ZC4s CG, DH and AU are generating RF on odd occasions.
47 Barnet Close, Wonersh, Guildford is the new QTH of G3YJO/0868.
GM3FIZ/0369 is reported to have moved to 12 Ashley Court, Linlithgow, West Lothian.
Having left Royal Signals, Major (Rtd) D.G.O. White (known to many members as VP1DW) is now a
Postmaster at Easton Post Office, Reforne, Portland, Dorset.
Also out of the Corps and in South Africa is Major (Rtd) Brian Giller, who is at "Certa Citrus", 71
Goodman Street, Rynfield, Benoni 1500, Transvaal, RFSA.
DL5XF has been swopped for G3NKO, and Ron Ford is now located at Mil. Admin MVEE, Box2,
Chobham Lane, Chertsey, Surrey.
Home (permanently, we believe) from warmer climes and from A4XFV, is G8SC who has now
settled at his UK QTH at "Calumet", New Road, Ridgewood, Uckfield, Sussex BN22 5SX.
A posting order has caught up with G3TSR, Lt. Col. P.S. Reader, who is now at Ops Division, Ex
Branch, SHAPE, BFPO 26.
Mike Forbes is now in Canada as VE3HES at 1 Squadron, 1 Canadian Signals Regiment, CFB
Kingston, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, from where he expects to move to /SU-land in the not too
distant future. He passes along regards to all members and offers any help to RSARS members that
they may need on that side of the Atlantic.
DA1QI/0450 is back in the States, we hear and possibly operating under the call-sign WB5HMF
although his actual address is still unknown.
Bert, G3MAY/0950 who moved "round the corner" when compulsory purchase orders became
operational, is now at 293 Wightman Road, London N8.
5B4JN is now G4ECN and living in Aldershot, Jim's address is now Vine Lodge, Shoe Lane,
Aldershot, Hants GU11 2HE.
Major L.A. Woods Royal Signals passes along his new address (ex-Cyprus) as 16 Butser Walk,
Petersfield, Hants.
Also home from overseas (Ghana, in fact) is George Rose, now licensed as G4RDH and living at 4
Conan Drive, Richmond, Yorkshire.
Reg Arnold, for so long at Tonge Road in Bournemouth, is now at 33 Russel Road, Kinson,
Bournemouth BH10 7HB, Dorset. Reg is, of course, G3LAT.
Another short QSY - this time by H. Joslin whose address now reads 5 Strawberry Close, but still in
Braintree.
Tom Atkins VE3CDM RSARS 0674 has just been elected President of the Radio Society of Ontario,
Inc. Well done, OM.
Listed for a while as "Address Unknown", we are now told that G3YCN, W.E.B. Kent, is now located
at The Old Cottage, Hermitage Lane, Detling, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3HP.
Dr G.R. Kelman, G4BVC is now at 61 The Fairway, Oadby, Leicester.
Pete, G3WNX reports 617 QSOs when running GB2GC including VQ9, VP2, PY6, C5, ZC4, VO, W
and ZB2. He thanks the gang for a few contacts, He reports a visit to GB2GC by Bill Ringrose
G3SMG, who is now fit. He had a long chat with Earl WA1KYW who had given him a stateside
holiday when under the weather.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.
Mick Morphy has swapped a military rank and a khaki suit for civvy street and is around at 23
Sandhurst Close, Stoke Lodge, Patchway, Bristol.
As most members will have heard. Don Freeston, G4DBF and late of Headquarters, is now in BAOR
at 16 Signal Regiment and we understand that a DA2 call-sign is in the pipeline.
9V1SO is now G3XGY and is located at Locking, Avon, from where he can often be heard operating
G6FC.
0858 is now G8JTT. Congratulations, OM.
G3IUH No.0077 threatens to give up his licence for domestic and various other reasons. Don't let it
go, OM. As one OAP to another it is worth keeping on.
Against membership number 1082 we can now add G4FBQ. Congratulations.
GI3KVD recently became G3KVD/M in the Headquarters area and we were pleased to he able to
notch up another VHF contact.
VQ9HCS, Harry, is back on Astove after the rather disastrous fire, etc., and is again operational and
putting a nice signal into Headquarters. It is understood that his QSL Manager is WA1HAA.
A letter from Jacques, F3WL, tells of a recent holiday in Burgundy together with a QSY out of Paris
to: 5 Avenue Nicolas II, MAISONS-LAFFITTE, Les Yvelines 78600, France. Jacques reports that he
has often tried to get into the RSARS Sunday morning Net but so far has not been successful. If you
hear F3WL don't assume he is just some more Continental QRM - he's a fully paid-up member of
RSARS!!
RSARS 0632, G8BKU, is now active on 70 cms SSB from Dorset and can be found around 432·20
MHz. He would welcome member contacts.
Frank Moss G8GDD, No 0165 reports change of QTH to 7 The Paddocks, Worksop Road, Aston, Nr
Sheffield, S. Yorkshire. He is in action again now on FM and uses the new repeater GB3HH. Harper
Hill, "If you can't beat 'em - join 'em".
Charles G3FNK, having wound up a job after 44 years and completed a two months retirement jaunt
round Europe hopes to give more attention to private affairs in the future - See you on the nets, OM?
Les Bryant G3WJO, No.1012 wishes to thank those members who showed concern for his XYL and
himself during the bad period through which they went in 1975. He asks if anyone can supply him
with a metal cap badge.
Maurice G4LV, No.1086 explains absence from parade for some time while home-brewing an all
band SSB TX. CUAGN soon. OM?
G2FPR reported that Brian G4DIO was in hospital after a heart attack. We hope that you are
recovering OM. What is the latest news?
1011, R.F. Chapman reports that the Southdown Amateur Radio Society is twinned with the French
Club Radio de Normondie based at Rouen. The French club members have visited the English club.
GM4AEA, J.B. Hammond No.0799, of 5 Polbroc Place, Kirkonnel, Dumfriesshire writes to say he is
interested in the 19 Set and could do with one if anyone has one complete with extensive write-up on
same. Anyone oblige? He also has 400 bi-pin 8 foot fluorescent tubes, all new, free to anyone who
wants them and can arrange shipping.
Harry, G3BSW, RSARS 0281 writes to wet our appetites with the promise of an article for a future
"Mercury" on his Zig Zag Antennas which permit the shortening of fundamental frequency element
lengths to ⅓ with very little loss of capture area or radiating surface. That is good news, OM and
thank you in anticipation.
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HERE AND THERE - Contd.

John No.1082 reported that he ceased activity as ZC4HH at the end of July and is now G4FBQ.
Dennis G3KKQ No.1021 reports that he is Secretary of the Ariel Radio Group and runs their 80m net
on the first Sunday in the month. He is also a committee member for the Echelford Club and serves on
the HF contest committee, RSGB. In his own time (hi) he has an 80m sked every Sunday with
GM4KMG and G3VQC.
Ian No.0910 says he hopes to be working in Castries. St Lucia during June. July and August 1977.
Any hope of Radio activity. OM.
Graham No.858 is now licensed as G8JTT. He is updating an AR88D and asks if anyone can help him
find a cabinet for it in good condition. What about an article in "Mercury" when you have finished
your mods., OM?
George, GM8SQ No.0500 sends good wishes to all his old (and not so old) comrades in SCU3 at
Hanslope and Forfar.
Mike No.1080 says that he spent the summer in Montreal and hopes to be in SU land sometime in
October.
W.R. Longmire G3TKL No.0395 writes that his wireless experience goes back to 1915 Canadian
Corps W/T Section.
Gerry Brennan writes from Cyprus to say that there has been little activity during the hot summer
months but hopes that the clubs will be reactivated at least once a week during the cooler winter
months.
A long letter from G3MWI No.1129 includes thoughts of friends from 1948 to 53, in particular Brian
Taylor of the Catterick ARC. He recalls him working the world on a No.12 set with various dipoles
on 96ft masts.
G3IUH has not been renewed and 0077 becomes a "non-licensed" entry in the computer. However,
interest is still being maintained and "0077" remains with us.
Stanford School CCF - AFF 07, write about the benefits of belonging to RSARS and say how helpful
are many of the articles in "Mercury", particularly those about Aerials.
G4ETI, J. Sengrath of 48 Melbourne Road, Aspley, Notts, is looking for Morse Keys: the oldfashioned type with large knobs if his sketch is anything to go by!
GM3IAA, Jim MacIntosh No.0107, Ex VS1AA, 2AA, 2AF writes to say thank you for the Best
"Mercury" Article 1974/75 Award. Well done, OM.
VK6PG, Alan Gibbs No.0843, joined in Australia in 1971 and is now a life member. He has changed
his rig from G2DAF to a Kenwood TS520 combination 2 element quad at 40ft. Siemens T37 'printer,
ST5 TU 6S4 auto. Although he has worked 56 countries on RTTY he is still looking for G4RS.
GM8KJO, Dave Moodie No.1193, says he is recovering from a bad car accident of a year ago. He is
active on 144 Mc/s, listens on the HF band and to our 80 meter net. Members in the southern part of
England come in at a good S9+ particularly Cyril who is 20dB over. He is studying Morse. Join us
soon. OM.
Paul Walker No 1099 ex GI4DBY/VS6BY wrote from Hong Kong last May. He expected to move to
Brunei in July so look out for him with a VS5 call.
WB6JXC Meredith Rhodes No.0723, hopes to move to UK in 1977. If all goes as at present planned
he and his XYL hope to take up residence in Bishops Stortford area in April or May. Please keep us
informed of progress. OM.
ZL4IJ, Tom Duerden No 1018 writes to say that he believes that Bill Slaite ZL4GW No 1149 is the
most southerly RSARS member in the world beating him, Tom, by 2/5 mile.
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SILENT KEYS
We regret to announce the passing of the following:
G2QB Brigadier R.W. Bailey, 0397
Bill Bailey was a railway telegraph engineer in civil life. I (G5YN) had the pleasure of serving under
him when he was CSO, Alexandria, during the war. He was a first class CW Operator. He will be
sadly missed, particularly in that sphere of Amateur Activity.
G3LO Peter Gormley, 0577
G2AUA Walter Bigley, 0502
Claude Pettifar, G2DPQ 0549, writes :
It is with deep regret that I have to report the sudden death of Walter Bigley (G2AUA) of Cardington,
Beds., who passed on, on 14 Jun 76, aged 67. Walter was a great friend of mine, having shared full
wartime service with him at the Farmyard (SCU3) as an Op on Special Duties. Walter was a founder
member of the Wellingborough Radio and TV Society in 1936 and joined the Shefford Radio Society
in 1953, acting as the "Wily Old Fox" in DF Hunts.
Walter was also a very keen 5 meter man and did a lot of experimenting on VHF later going on all
bands. He was often heard working on the signals net. His excellent CW will also be missed by the
listeners in this district and also his regular skeds on 160 with myself (G2DPQ). Walt leaves no
family, his wife Olive is staying at Cardington for a short time and sends her thanks to all the "Hams"
who wrote to her.
Walt's last employment was with MOD Air as a Radio Tech. (XTAL Gazing) manufacturer of same.
His guiding hand will be missed by many.

AWARDS, CONTESTS AND STORE DEPARTMENT.
By G3EKL
Some ten months since you last heard from me and during that time quite a few changes have
occurred at the Society Headquarters.
Jack (DPS) has at last found some bodies to relieve him and a small portion of his previous load has
joined me, hence the change in the heading to these notes. More of that anon.
On the Awards and Contests scene, with the non-appearance of "Mercury" regrettably three annual
contest have passed by without general advance warning - the Le Touquet in March - won by
G3UAA; the HF Anniversary in June also won by G3UAA (the shack must be getting very crowded
with the numerous RSARS awards you've won Alf - well done), and finally the VHF in September.
The VHF contest was held under very poor weather conditions with the worst gales and rain in the NE
for 25 years but despite this twelve members took up their halos/Quads/yagis/ what-have-you and had
a go. Thank you for the increased activity; perhaps 1977 will produce even more of you. The winner?
Yes, again the terrible twins Stan and Pat - this time under the call of G3KJW/P-QRA ZN61F - 1600'
a.s.l. in the Staffordshire hills, near Leek. Thank you both for your perseverance and sorry you missed
me!
The next Contest is the 5 - 59 1976/77 session commencing in November - I hope you will have
received these notes by then. 5 - 59 sessions are held on the second Sunday in November, December,
January, February each winter and the monthly scores are cumulative. All Society Contest details are
available from me (QTHR or at the front of this "Mercury") for the price of a foolscap SAE.
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Note a) Overprinted QSL Cards. Normal overprint consists of - RSARS No. Call-sign (or BRS No.
ISWL No. etc) Name and Address. Some special blocks are held (RSGB, RAOTA emblems etc) and
there is no extra charge for their use. Any additional overprint will be subject to agreement and
possible extra cost. The printer reserves the right to adjust layout to conform to good printing practice
without changing detail. Overprint colours available - red, green, blue and black, Where no colour is
specified on order, overprinting will be carried out in red. Cards are ordered through RSARS HQ and
despatched direct to member by the printer on completion. Please complete your order in BLOCK
LETTERS to prevent printing errors.
Note b) Call-sign Lapel Badges. Badges can be engraved with 6 figures/letters.
Note c) RSARS Dymo Badges. These are pin fixing, white plastic badges with two or three rows. The
top row on either badge is engraved with the RSARS diamond emblem and the words "ROYAL
SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY" in dark blue. The remaining row(s) can take sixteen
letters/figures/spaces, which stand out white on a choice of six colours - red, black, purple, yellow,
green or blue. If no colour preference is stated black tape will be used.
Note d) Great Circle Bearing and distance Chart. These are computer produced for each individual
QTH. All that is required is your location in Latitude and Longitude (NOT MAP REFERENCES).
The database is constantly being added to and the Society reserves the right to forward the latest
edition. Over 2000 locations are at present listed and the Chart lists town names, country, latitude and
longitude, distance in statute miles, nautical miles and kilometres. Bearings TO and FROM are also
given. Be sure your Lats and Longs are correct.

LF CW NET REPORT BY G3ADZ
Efforts are again being made to increase activity on the LF CW Net. Various suggestions have been
made by members, and it has been decided to try the following arrangements for an experimental
period of at least three months from Wednesday 3 Nov 76. Everyone is asked to co-operate, but also
to let me have alternative ideas and in particular to say if they agree or otherwise with the way in
which the net is being run. Please accept as a fact that ALL member stations are welcome, and do not
be put off if your CW is a little rusty!
After a long hard look at the QRM problem, 3565 KHz will be the primary frequency, with 3550 KHz
as the secondary, The net will open at 1930Z and will remain open until 2l30Z.There will be special
breaks between 2000 - 2010 and 2100 - 2110 for a concentrated effort to try and bring in stations who
wish to QRS or those who are running QRP. You are otherwise asked not to transmit during these two
ten minute periods other than to tell control if you are hearing a calling station that he has missed.
Week by week, I will ask one or more stations who have booked into the net, to monitor the
secondary frequency from about 1945Z onwards, so if the QRM is too bad for you on 3565 you
should try 3550 for a contact when assistance will be given to try and get you on the main net.
However, PLEASE DO NOT call CQ RSARS on the primary frequency, as the station making the
CQ call will be the means of identity for the net control station. I say this because any Wednesday that
I am not able to get on the air, I will have made, whenever possible, prior arrangements with another
member station to take control for that particular week.
Because we're looking for maximum activity, all members are asked to also abide by the following
ground rules, which are designed for the benefit of all. Keep your transmissions as short as possible
but abide with Home Office call sign regulations.
Anyone wishing urgently to break in when it is not "their turn", because they wish to leave the net or
pass information, should send " BK G....", when control will answer them as soon as practical. Use
the primary frequency for a) booking in or out, b) making "official" QSOs for certificate QSL
purposes, c) brief greetings and signal reports, d) member information, and ONLY when the net is
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Lt. Col. D.A. Barry
6 Sutcliffe Close
Bushey
Herts.

The Editor
MERCURY
Sir,
In my opinion two proposals put forward at the 1976 AGM ought to be given further consideration
by all members of the Society.
The first, from ZC4AU, suggested that a disposals/wants bureau be set up to benefit members and
the second from GD4ELI suggested that all members should be consulted about the best location for
the AGM.
Regarding the disposals/wants bureau, if ZC4AU is not in a position to get it going, I am prepared to
take it on for a trial period.
Concerning the location of the AGM, the fact that nearly 50 members assembled at Leicester is no
criteria for deciding that Leicester is the most suitable location as on numbers alone, the best
attendances have been at Blandford over the past four years. Had the 60 plus members and their
families who attended the 1974 AGM been asked the same sort of questions that were asked at
Leicester, the AGM would be held at Blandford for evermore.
I suggest that the AGM should be held where most members, can or are willing to attend, provided
that SUITABLE accommodation is available. Under no circumstances could Leicester be considered
suitable. Some members could not get in the totally unsuitable room and of those who did, some had
to stand for the whole meeting and many at the back did not hear a thing once the windows were
opened to provide essential ventilation.
I also suggest that as one location will not suit all members, from time to time the AGM should if
possible, be held elsewhere. It was for this reason that the members who were at the 1975 AGM at
Blandford voted that the AGM should be held at Catterick in 1976 on a trial basis, and if successful,
to alternate between Blandford and Catterick. There was no mention of Leicester in the resolution and
as Leicester was a substitute for Catterick, should not the 1977 AGM revert back to Blandford?
I consider that GD4ELI's proposal should be put to all members as to reject it, as was done at
Leicester on the grounds "its too difficult" and "they won't bother to reply", is to deny the majority of
members the opportunity to participate in the Society. A poll of members was taken in 1968 to which
20% of the membership replied and as a result, the Council were able to make proper decisions which
met the wishes of those who were interested in Awards. If only 10% of the current membership
replied to a poll, at least the Council will have some facts upon which a proper decision can be made.
I enclose a suggested questionnaire for your consideration and inclusion in a future issue of
MERCURY.
Lastly, may I assure G3XSN that I am all in favour of the AGM being held in the North after all I
did second the proposal for Catterick and to one other important member, may I say that despite his
remarks at the AGM, I will continue to express the "other view" for as long as it appears to have some
validity and merit.
Yours sincerely,
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13, Lownorth Road,
Manchester, M22 6JY.
20th November 1976
Sir Evan Y Nepean, Bart,
General Secretary, RSARS,
"Goldens",
Teffont,
Salisbury,
Wilts.
Sir,
Having had a little time to ruminate upon the proceedings or the AGM held at Leicester, I feel that I
must burst forth into print with my observations on the subject.
Firstly, and perhaps most glaring cause for comment; whilst two motions tabled on the agenda were
properly proposed and second; they were not voted upon by the assembled membership. This also
applied to subsequent motions from the floor of the meeting, where again the motions were proposed
and seconded, but not passed to the floor for a vote. I submit that by not putting the motions to the
assembled members for a vote, the Chairman therefore rendered all the motions null and void acceptance of the proceedings by the Council under these circumstances would be totally illegal by
any accepted standards.
Secondly, and not perhaps quite so serious, the choice of venue for the AGM. Here I must
immediately confess that I was attending my first AGM since joining the Society some years ago,
Blandford being out of the question for me due to the distance involved. However, several members
were obliged to stand throughout the proceedings, whilst others could not attend due to lack of
available space! One appreciates that the side hall was arranged fairly late in the day, and that other
accommodation was not available for the meeting, added to which, had an alternative venue within
the Leicester area been available, it would perhaps have entailed the members extracting their cars
from car parks for which they had already paid the necessary fee, and driving across Leicester only to
pay yet again on arrival.
Under the circumstances although I would personally be driven into the quota of "apologies received
for non-attendance" I consider that it would be preferable to restrict the venue for future AGMs to a
military establishment, with perhaps further consideration being given to the original proposal from
the 1975 AGM that it be held at Blandford and Catterick alternately. This would depend entirety upon
continued kindness on the part of the authorities concerned with regard to the admission of civilians to
military accommodation, but must be infinitely preferable to the disaster or Leicester as far as the
members are concerned.
Finally, may I say what a great pleasure it was despite all else, to at last meet the faces attached to the
voices, which have issued forth from my shack speakers for so many years.

Yours sincerely

(S.E. ASPERNALL)
G3VSA/RSARS 292
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He apologised for the rather small room but was glad to see that all members present had managed to
squeeze in.
He passed on apologies from The General Secretary for his absence due to illness.
It was pointed out that the Society had had a rather rough passage during the past year due mainly to
the fact that a replacement had had to be found for the retiring General Secretary whose duties at
various events prior to his retirement had kept him away from Blandford for a considerable period
during the Summer months and had led to delays in answers to correspondence, stores orders, etc.
Thanks to the efforts of the new General Secretary and other Council members, these delays had now
been largely overcome and things were fast getting back to normal.
The Chairman then went on to explain the new Council appointments and, in particular, referred to
the payments to be made to the new General Secretary. He pointed out that Council had previously
agreed to an annual retainer of £500 p.a. would be made and it was hoped that the Corps would
provide half of this amount and the Society the other half. Thanks to efforts he had made on the
Society's behalf the Corps had now agreed to pay the full amount. The Corps appreciated the point
that, of all the extra-mural activities, the Society provided a hobby probably nearer to the task of the
Corps, in communication, than any other hobby.
Mention was then made of future "outside" activities and it was stated that the Society would, if
possible, support the Longleat Rally in 1977 and, possibly other civilian amateur radio Rallies, where
good representation of the Corps and its activities as well as Service Amateur Radio could be made to
the general public.
Minutes of the previous meeting
The Chairman stated that copies of these minutes had already been circulated. The Minutes were
passed as read. The Chairman added that the Society Financial statement had also been distributed to
members.
SOSLO Report
The Chairman then called upon the School of Signals Liaison Officer to present his report. Col.
Complin then spoke on his role as SOSLO and stated that an improved liaison with the School of
Signals now existed. He reminded members that Amateur Radio now formed a part of the syllabus of
several Long Courses at the School of Signals.
The Treasurers Report
The Treasurer was then asked to present his report. Major Howard stated that a complete 1514 was
available to the meeting He then gave a resume of the Society's financial position and stated that the
present year had resulted in a profit of approximately £300 which mainly came from the sale of stock
and from members donations. He wished to thank all members who had made such generous
donations to the Society. He pointed out that with 503 Life Members the membership subscriptions
amounted to about £600 per year only. Looking ahead he foresaw a slight profit for 1977 and felt that
the suggested expenditure on refurbishing G4RS should go ahead.
Contests and Awards Managers Report
Major Webb was then invited to make his report:
Since the last AGM the support of Society contests has again been disappointing except for the 559
contest. I am confident that this has been due to lack of advance warning because of the delays in
"Mercury" issues.
The lucky winners are listed later on.
There has been steady progress on all the award ladders with G3YSK reaching the highest point and
he has been awarded a Special Supreme plaque and also the "Any Mode 500" plaque. There have
been two more Special Silver plaques awarded (GW3XHJ and G3UAA), two Special Bronze plaques
(GM3HGA and G3YBT) and three Special plaques (G3VSA, G3KJW and G6RC).
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The second written proposal concerned the venue for the 1977 AGM and this was discussed at length.
G3XSN spoke and stated that coming from Liverpool the Catterick location would be much more
convenient for him, but, despite this, felt that Leicester, with its Exhibition connections, was the most
suitable venue. G3WRY agreed entirely with this statement. G3ONU stated that alternate locations
had been mentioned and should, perhaps, be considered. He also pointed out that the Leicester
Exhibition was not the 'National' Exhibition as had been stated by some members but the AMATEUR
RADIO RETAILERS EXHIBITION and we should perhaps consider patronising the National
Exhibition as held at Alexander Palace and organised by the RSGB to whom we were affiliated.
ZC4AU considered that Leicester was an ideal location. G3EJF also thought that the added attraction
of an Exhibition at Leicester made it a useful location. The Chairman then asked if Saturday was the
right day for the AGM, and it was agreed that this was so. Proposed by G3PNR, Seconded by G3XSN
that the 1977 AGM be held at Leicester in conjunction with the Exhibition. The Chairman pointed out
that he understood that the 1977 Exhibition was to be enlarged and he felt that it might be possible to
obtain more suitable accommodation for the next AGM. A show of hands indicated that the vast
majority of those present had travelled over 100 miles to attend the Leicester Exhibition and RSARS
AGM.
A discussion then took place on Life Membership numbers and fees. Some members felt that the
Society might lose by having a large number of Life Members. The Chairman stated that such
members were subject to a life contract and if they felt that they had had more than their monies
worth, donations to Society funds were always acceptable. He also pointed out that Life Membership
fees were now £15 and G3WKM added that as the Society invested a certain amount to cover Life
Members, the £15 from any future Life Members, if invested, could well provide the £1 per annum
paid by Annual Members. It was decided that no action regarding Life Membership should be taken.
DA2PS then addressed the Meeting regarding his work of providing "Mercury" on tape for the benefit
of our White Stick members. He said that he was sending tapes to all White Stick members known to
him, but asked the meeting and all members to let him know if there were any other members, White
Stick or otherwise who would benefit from receiving a copy of the tapes. The Chairman commended
DA2PS on the large amount of work he was doing for the benefit of White Stick members and
thanked him on behalf of the Society. This was unanimously agreed.
G3VSA proposed and G3UAA seconded a vote of thanks to the retiring General Secretary for the
work he had done for the Society. This was unanimously approved.
ZC4AU then proposed that the Society run a "Sales and Wants Sheet". It was suggested that members
who had kit for disposal or who wanted a particular item should forward details to the "Sales and
wants" editor who would produce a News-sheet (say monthly) which would be available to all
members for a SAE. Dealings would take place between the Buyer and Seller and the editor would
handle no monies. It was suggested at the meeting that it might be possible to mention such things on
the RSARS Nets but, after discussion, it was decided that the Society did not wish to contravene any
licensing regulations regarding business dealings and such things would be much better left to a
News-sheet. ZC4AU stated that he was prepared to organise such a service. The Chairman thanked
ZC4AU for his offer and stated that this may well be worthwhile. he suggested that this did not need
an AGM proposal and that ZC4AU should contact the General Secretary direct with his ideas on the
service to allow the necessary arrangements to be made.
G4EUG stated that, as a TAVR member, he felt that insufficient news of the Society was getting to
TAVR Units. He had met a number of TAVR personnel who were interested in Amateur Radio but
had little knowledge of RSARS. The Chairman stated that there was no reason why copies of
"Mercury" should not be sent to TAVR Regiments. The Acting General Secretary stated that there
was no reason why such Units should not be added to the list of complimentary copy addresses held
on the computer. The Chairman instructed that this should be done.
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There being no further business from the floor the Chairman asked the Contests and Awards Manager
to present the various Awards and Trophies.
(Refer to Ray's notes).
An additional prize was made available at the AGM. This took the form of` a copy of "Through to
1970", a history of Roya1 Signals, which was kindly donated to the meeting by G3NVK and signed
by all Council members present. G3VYZ ensured that all members present had a free ticket on
entering the meeting and the "Lucky Number" was drawn by the President. The winner was
GM3LWS.
There being no further business the Chairman declared the meeting closed.

*******************
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